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Why it is important to have self-awareness in your Career Management Plan?
Whether you are currently in employment or looking for one, you need a clear plan to develop your career. There are few things as
important as knowing how your think, feel and behave at work when it comes to excelling in life and accelerating in your chosen field.
Developing self-awareness is a critical step and is essential to your success. This is not something you want to skip over.
Everyone has aspirations in life and specific levels they would like to reach. To do that, you must understand how you are likely to
behave in daily/ crucial situations. The purpose of this career development report is to help you reach your goals through the
understanding of your traits.
This report is divided into the following parts:
Part 1 - Preparing a Meeting/ Interview
Part 2 - During a Meeting/ Interview
Part 3 - Your Daily Conduct
Important Information
This report showcase your individual traits. While it is accurate, it does not account for (1) co-relations of different traits, which may
reinforce or cancel each other out and (2) using one trait over the other for a specific behavior or scenario, (3) masking or modifying
your behaviors. You may find that you may relate to a behavior over another. This does not mean that the descriptions are inaccurate.
The best way to understand this report is to engage the help of a certified IDENTI3 Coach or Trainer who can explain how the system
work.
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1. Preparing for a Meeting/ Interview
Meetings are an important part of corporates where employees sit together on a common platform, exchange their views
and opinions and reach to a solution benefitting the organization and mutually acceptable to all.
On the other hand, the purpose of a job interview is to give a potential employer the chance to talk to you in person and
evaluate whether you would be a strong employee. To get that job offer, you must make a good first impression. Present
yourself well, communicate effectively, and show the interviewer politeness and respect.
Your behavior on these scenarios are important aspect of your career management. The key traits affecting your
preparation for a meeting/ interviews are: Timeliness, Organization, Flexibility, Quality and Status.

90

Being on Time is on your list of positive traits. You are punctual and expect people to do the same. On the other hand, you
may be annoyed when others keep you waiting. As a person who is high in Timeliness, do not rush off to the next meeting
when the current one is just as important.
85

As a person who is high in Organization, you prepare as much as you can ahead of the meeting. This will serve you well.
On the other hand, tell yourself to be fluid when plans changes and adapt to the situation.
45

As a person needing clarity, you try to find out what is required of you for the meeting. You may prepare yourself with lots
of questions looming in your head. Over thinking may paralyze you. After your initial preparation, you may want to keep
yourself busy with other task rather than thinking about things that are beyond your control.
85

At times, you may overlook details that require your attention. You make want to find out what is required of you in the
meeting and prepare. If required, ask for a checklist of a template.
50

At times you are concerned how you appear in front of others and put the necessary efforts to set a good impression. At
other times, you may downplay the importance of how you dress, how you carry yourself and the words that you use. You
may want to be sensitive to the situation and the people around you and be appropriate for the occasion.
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2. During a Meeting/ Interview
Even if you dread them, meetings put you in front of coworkers, bosses or strangers who you may/ may not work with on a
regular basis. How you conduct yourself in front of them may leave a lasting impression.
To get a better idea of how to maintain a positive, professional image while in a meeting, refer to your likely behaviors in
the description below:

65

At times, you are likely to talk excessively and at other times, you may be reserved and want to keep your comments to
yourself. You may want to be aware of the situations and conditions modify your behaviors when necessary.
50

You are not good at concealing your emotions. You can be blunt and direct in your replies. In meetings, this can have a
negative impact. Choose to respond instead of react.
40

You are more rationale than emotional when it comes to making decisions You may appear detached and disengaged to
others when you give a less than enthusiastic answer.
35

You are more rationale than emotional when it comes to making decisions. You may put your needs above others. At
times you need to give in to others to be a good team player.
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3. Daily Conduct
People get to know your inner goodness and qualities when you interact with them in a good way or show a pleasant
behavior towards them.
We as humans tend to be liked by everyone around us and to hear verses of praises being said for us. But what's more
important is to present ourselves in a good way, not for people to like us but it's how we would be wanted to be treated by
them.
When we behave properly, people would actually want to be around us because that would make them feel comfortable
and they would open up and share their thoughts and opinions with us. It simply gets you to be a better person.

90

You are imaginative and full of ideas. You think far ahead. You are valued for your inquisitive mind. Where necessary,
show or use real examples or prove your concept.
70

At times you are a person of action, on other occasions, you may not agree with laborious efforts to get things done. You
may want to be aware of the situations and conditions when you do so and adjust your behaviors when necessary.
70

At times, you persist to get things done, on other occasions you get bored easily. This can be due to subjects that appeal
to you more. Ask yourself on which occasions do you do so?
40

You are introverted and put up a front when you come in contact with others. Others may not know this and can only judge
from your stereotype. If you project (mask or modify) yourself to be different from deep down, you are likely to be tired and
unhappy. Tell people that you avoid large crowds and strangers and you mean it.
75

You are an assertive person and people who are new to you may not know this. One day, you may get angry when others
get too close to your personal space or your personal items. When working with others, tell them at the start where the line
is, i.e you don't like to be told what to do, you don't like your items to be touched without permission and/or where your job
scope entails.
40
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You prefer not to take charge or lead others especially for extended periods. If your stereotype is misaligned with your
inner values or you are a person who is outspoken, you will often be mistaken and pushed towards a leadership role.
Make your willingness to let other lead be known to everyone and share how you can be a better supporter to him or her.
70

You are selective over the bonds you form with. Sometimes you feel hurt when your team does not reciprocate. On other
occasions, you are not hurt when the friendship ends.
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Your IDENTI3 TYPE
Identi3 Career Types are designed from research and empirical studies over 33 years. The findings show that broadly
speaking, individuals have strengths in certain areas. Using the statistical method of cluster analysis, eight key types,
based on their strengths, have emerged.
The following are the results of your answers from your questionnaire, arranged in your MOST LIKELY to LEAST LIKELY
IDENTI3 TYPES.
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Validity of IDENTI3 Questionnaires
The Validity Report can be found on www.Identi3Profiling.com

What's next?
(i)

Unlock other reports
Further analysis can be derived by
generating other reports.

(ii)

Assess your environment
More often, it is our environment that
affects us. Go beyond profiling by
understanding your environment. Visit:
www.identi5systems.com

(iii)

Get started with self-help
Improve yourself at your own pace and
time.
Release Your Handbrake - "Discovering yourself
through IDENTI3 Profiling"
Discover secrets in your personality that prevents you from
being successful and achieve the break through

The Closer We Get, The Uglier It Gets
How to improve your relationship when you and your
partner both have your IDENTI3 results
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Go social with us
Find out more about how to read human
behaviors from our social media channels

https://www.linkedin.com/company/identi3-profiling/

https://www.facebook.com/Identi3asia

Search for "identi3 profiling"
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